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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2016026565A1] The invention relates to a linkable chair comprising a frame having a seat surface, wherein linking elements are provided
that are suitable for being linked to neighbouring chairs using linking elements. According to the invention, in order to produce a linkable chair which
permits a secure linking and which can be quickly linked to and separated from other chairs, the linking element (8) is formed in the form of a hook,
having a base part (11) which is connected to the seat surface part (3) or the lower frame (1) by one end, and which has a hook part (12) at the
other end, extending approximately in the Z direction. The base part (11) is oriented transversely outward, from the perspective of the seat surface
part (3), at an acute angle (14) to the Y direction (vertical), wherein the hook part (12) on one side of the seat surface part (3) is oriented such that
it runs in the Z direction starting from the end of the base part (11), and the hook part (12) on the other side is oriented such that it runs against the
Z direction. In addition, the base part (11) on one side of the seat surface part (3) is offset by at least its cross-sectional dimension in relation to the
base part (11) of the linking element (8) on the other side, and a locking element (17) is provided on at least one of the two linking elements (8),
which, when the linking elements (8) are engaged with one another, prevents a shifting of the two linked chairs in the Z direction (from the front edge
of the seat surface to the backrest).
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